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The Investigator 
 
The Investigator has been trained to solve mysteries. One mystery led to another. Here we are. 
 
Inherent—Pattern Seeker 
• Subconsciously, the character is always looking for clues and looking for connections. A successful 

Awareness test at an appropriate location or sifting appropriate data can lead to a number of useful 
conclusions. Also, when rolling a 12 on a test, the character automatically gains an Insight point. 

 
Limitation—Isolating Truths 
• Checking out mundane mysteries seems so easy compared to getting at the information and 

cooperation you need while trying to frame stories that don’t include flying monsters, goo from space, 
and a bug that hollowed out the suspect’s brain and took over. 

 
Available Talents 
 
• Bureaucracy. Encounter. The character has long experience in filling out paperwork, determining the 

necessary information and timeline to complete processes, and attempting to gain access to resources 
through the paperwork and bored bureaucrats that stand in the way. The character can automatically 
manage any bureaucratic process effectively, and test Awareness, Cunning, or Commitment to halve 
the time the process takes or to gain access where it should not be granted. The character can spend 
1-3 morale points to have permits as needed for appropriate activities. 

 
• Compile Experience. Rested. The character is constantly keeping notebooks and scrap books that 

detail aspects of the character’s ongoing work. This body of work allows +2 to any Awareness test for 
research or memory of events that can be related to the character’s past experiences, even if the 
connections are not obvious at first. This benefits those researching in the collections, and the 
character gets a +2 bonus to Awareness for memory (in addition to the +2 if consulting notes or books 
on the past.) The character can spend 1-3 morale points to pull a relevant fact from past experience. 

 
• Interviewer. Encounter. The character can interview one knowledgeable individual, or a composite 

of people who were witnesses or have some peripheral knowledge. Test Awareness. Every point 
higher than the difficulty is one useful clue that comes from the interview. Each subsequent attempt 
with the same individual or composite is +2 difficulty. The character can spend 1-3 morale points to 
squeeze a little more information out of an encounter. 

 
• Intuitive Leap. Rested. The character can reframe clues or instinctively sift for a conclusion that 

“feels right.” The character can make leaps in logic based on a hunch or a gut feeling. The DM can 
award a clue, or the character can focus on feelings and test Awareness. The character can spend 1-3 
morale points to adjust the roll. 

 
• Judge of Character. Encounter. The character has known a lot of people, taken a lot of risks, and 

adjusted a lot of trust. In most situations, the character’s snap judgment is enough. If the situation is 
riskier or ambiguous, the character can test Awareness, against a target’s Cunning (whether they are 
trying to deceive or not.) If successful, the character has a sense of the target’s true motives, general 
emotional state, and the nature of any information the target is hiding. The character can boost this 
roll with morale points. 
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• Organize Investigation. Encounter. The character is accustomed to having resources available to 
deal with investigations. The character can efficiently handle 1 assistant per bonus on [Cunning, 
Commitment, Charm, and Awareness] where negatives reduce the amount. The character is prepared 
to check in with those following up on leads, cross-reference the information as needed, and interpret 
next steps from the clues presented by the investigation. Each assigned character that completes an 
assignment grants the character 1 morale point automatically. Sending people for coffee and donuts 
does not count towards assignees. The character can spend 1-3 morale points to add people to the 
assignments. 

 
• Paper Trail. Encounter. The character is adept at checking credit records, financial statements, use of 

electronic credit or identity verification, security cameras at gas stations and ATMs, and many other 
tools to track a person’s virtual presence when they are trying not to be found. Difficulty is modified 
by the level of access to normally confidential or restricted information. Awareness test to find or 
track an individual. A target’s Cunning bonus adds difficulty. The character can spend 1-3 morale 
points to interpret a fact and make it a significant clue. 

 
• Report. Rested. Anyone can sketch out a few sentences to report what happened. Bureaucrats can 

manage to hit the required notes. This talent allows the character to quickly and evocatively 
summarize events to communicate everything that is needed, so another person is quickly brought up 
to speed on the situation. This can be written or oral, and generally takes about ten minutes per day or 
significant encounter to prepare. The character’s mind is always organizing as the character goes, 
prepared for an oral presentation. The player can say “My character fills the other character in.” If 
the other character, or the reporting character, miss an important fact during subsequent play the 
DM should remind them. 

 
• Skilled Intrusion. Encounter. The character gets +2 to Cunning tests to pick locks, move quietly, 

blend in a crowd, and identify or defeat security systems. The best clues are seldom out in the open. 
The character can spend 1-3 morale points to get a reflexive Cunning test to avoid triggering an 
alarm or moving into a guardian’s line of sight. 

 
• Watch Your Six. Encounter. The character is always entitled to an Awareness test when being 

shadowed, opposed by the shadowing character’s Cunning. This applies to crowd situations, traffic, 
stealthy intrusion, and any situation where the character is being observed. 

 
Adventuring Goals 
1. Your father’s death was ruled natural causes, but you saw his face. What really happened? 
2. Your books are dismissed as sensationalist exploitation—get critical acclaim for your research. 
3. You became a bounty hunter to catch the guy that escaped you when you were a policeman. 
4. The FBI fired you for blowing a high-profile case. How do you explain it was a monster’s fault? 
5. You put that sadistic killer away ten years ago, and now he’s out of jail, time served. Stop him better. 
6. A portal opened, to another world. You have no idea how that is possible. You want to understand. 
7. A Pulitzer prize is in it for the reporter who can actually break the story on the Mi-Go. 
8. You were a real rising star in the agency, until you started with the monster theories. Regain respect. 
9. Three times, you had irrefutable evidence, and it disappeared. Who is covering this up? 
10. The world is not ready to know about this. Never has been, never will be. Suppress these stories. 
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The Mythos Wizard 
 
Any modestly sane Mythos Wizard uses knowledge of the darkness beyond the sky to limit its ability to 
affect the balance of power on Earth. 
 
Inherent—Azathothian Wizard 
• The character knows how to channel mythic energy through spells, and can learn spells. 
 
Limitation—Alien 
• The character’s knowledge assures the character will never be like other human beings again. In 

studying things beyond the sphere of mortals, this character is tainted by that knowledge and becomes 
less than human even as power swells and grows at the character’s command. 

 
Available Talents 
 
• Enchant Focus. Rested. The character knows a ritual that takes 6 hours and culminates in a human 

sacrifice. The focus of the sacrifice is a cane or staff. The cane or staff can then hold 1 charge per 
Commitment bonus the target had. A charge can recharge a rested (or encounter) action or add +3 to a 
spell check. To recharge the focus, the caster touches it to self or another and spends a focus action, 
and the target loses 1 wound as the focus recharges 1 level. Any Azathothian wizard can use the 
focus, once it is created. 

 
• Energetic Intensity. Exchange. The character is so shaped by either hate or zen calm that adding or 

subtracting damage from an energy exchange (magic or fire mostly) costs 2 morale points to add or 
subtract damage equal to the character’s Commitment bonus. 

 
• Master of Humanity. Constant ability. The character has a hypnotic power of presence, radiating 

menace or goodwill with equal ease. Charm tests are +4 when the character chooses to subtly 
manipulate humans to carry out the character’s will. 

 
• Master of Life and Death. Constant ability. Life is no longer particularly meaningful or valuable. 

The character does not take mental stress from injuring (or even torturing) others, or for killing them. 
In addition, the character can ritualistically sacrifice a bound or unresisting human over a minute or as 
a focus action. Each wound from the sacrifice can either recharge a rested spell, grant +2 on a 
spellcasting roll, grant the character 1 insight point, or grant the character 2 morale points. 

 
• Master of Monsters. Rested. The character is +4 to Charm at least, and other attributes as needed, 

when commanding or negotiating with creatures. The bonus drops to +2 if they are not of the 
Azathothian mythos. 

 
• Master of Ritual. Rested. The character can cast rituals twice as fast, and involve up to twice as 

many contributing participants. 
 
• Master of Secrets. Constant ability. The character’s studies and experiences have permanently torn 

the character’s sanity. The character always reduces mental stress by 1. The character also always 
counts as having 1 mental stress, and is -1 on charm tests. 
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• Master of Spells. Constant ability. The character takes 1 less mental stress from casting spells, and 
gains +1 on any spell-related roll (including resisting mental stress or overcoming a target’s 
defenses.) 

 
• Master of Time. Constant ability. The character is slightly unmoored from reality, and ceases to age. 

The character is also +2 to any test dealing with time issues. The character may gain a +3 bonus to 
cast a spell by effectively aging a year in appearance and energy. 

 
• Mythos Mastery. Rested. The character can automatically answer questions about the relationships 

and main aspects of the weird alien gods of the Azathothian mythos, as well as their most famous 
servitors. The character can activate this talent to know an obscure fact, allusion, connection, or 
reference when dealing with more obscure independent lesser races, creatures, or half-known 
shadows of masks of the gods. For strange detail, the DM can allow the player to test the character’s 
Awareness at a difficulty to know elements at the fringes of the field of study. 

 
Adventuring Goals 
1. You don’t want to take orders from humans or monsters; use this power to make your own rules. 
2. Decades ago your family broke up a cult and took their books for safekeeping. Fight fire with fire. 
3. Your mother was evasive about genealogy. You stare into a mirror for signs. Don’t succumb. 
4. Your master’s priceless library was burned to the ground. Build a better one, full of mythos lore. 
5. You see no redeeming value in humanity, but that’s no reason to let monsters win. Defend Earth. 
6. Of the six wizards you’ve trained with, two are dead and four insane. Outlast your teachers. 
7. The Silver Twilight Lodge is up to something. They must be stopped. You are the one to stop them. 
8. If the monsters want to live here, they’ve got to follow human rules. Build a cult, include monsters. 
9. The wealthy come to you to solve problems. You require temporal power from them. Grow strong. 
10. You are uniquely qualified to appreciate certain art. Curate a gallery of mythos-inspired works. 
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The Occult Scholar 
 
The Occult Scholar is driven to understand more. What are these creatures that are among us, not 
invading the earth but bringing it into communion with the endless void and fire of space?  
 
Inherent—Mythos Lore 
• Studies into the monsters, locations, spells, and history of the mythos has led to a profound 

knowledge. Automatically know 1 significant fact as needed about a mythos situation, and evaluate 
information or produce more information or identify a source of further information with a successful 
Awareness test. Also, double starting languages—but half of them must be archaic or dead languages. 

 
Limitation—Driven Curiosity 
• It is only a matter of time until your sanity gives out under the weight of your curiosity, if something 

much worse doesn’t happen to you first. 
 
Available Talents 
 
• Baseline Assumption. Encounter. The character knows there are weird and horrible things out there. 

When the character gains insight points along with mental stress, then the character gets 1 more 
insight than stress, prepared to look past the current discomfort to the bigger picture. 

 
• Conversationalist. Rested. Widely read, you can engage just about anyone in conversation on 

something that interests them. Gain +2 on a Charm check. 
 
• Fund Raiser. Rested. Occult studies take money. The character is skilled in presenting the strengths 

of a certain line of research, expedition, study, or academic department. There are several speeches 
that don’t sound rehearsed, key points prepared in advance, and extra thick charm that barely feels 
forced. The character is +2 to Charm tests dealing with the wealthy or academic authorities, and can 
make a speech that is +4 to persuade and generate interest in a line of study (usually down-playing its 
weirdness.) This stacks with “Conversationalist.” Potential funders resist with Commitment. 

 
• Hypothetical Screen. Encounter. The character can ward off the impact of a mental stress by 

reducing it to an intellectual hypothetical abstraction, ducking paralysis or an unhinging shock. If the 
character passes a Commitment test at +2, the character takes no mental stress at all from a shock. 

 
• Occult Background. Encounter. The character can get into the head of those steeped in the occult, 

understanding their point of view. This grants +2 to attribute tests as appropriate in dealing with those 
with occult as a major part of their worldview. The character can analyze a scene, study notes, a 
library, a pattern/ritual, or a behavior with an Awareness test to gather clues about the broader 
meaning and intent. This does not cause the character mental stress unless the DM feeds the bowl. 

 
• Photography Expert. Encounter. So much evidence is faked. The character is experienced in 

examining photographs for signs of tampering, and also for adjusting photographic techniques to 
capture what may not be visible to the naked eye. Awareness tests at +2 help both capture unusual 
phenomenon and establish the credentials of a suspect photograph. 

 
• Publish or Perish. Rested. The character knows how to organize information and language to prepare 

scholarly works that have a chance of being taken seriously in the appropriate circles, downplaying 
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the more grotesque and vivid experiences and emphasizing the academic, scientific possibilities 
resulting from a combination of field and theoretical work. Success with publications of this kind may 
allow access to purchasing relevant backgrounds with the DM’s approval, upon leveling. 

 
• Sketch Artist. Constant ability. Can draw glyphs, portraits, statues, etc.— visual representation as 

needed given a few minutes to do so. Skilled enough for the accurate work to be useful, and serve as a 
foundation for a later more focused drawing suitable for publication. 

 
• Strange Science. Encounter. The character can conduct field dissections, use chemical processes to 

identify the molecular makeup of materials, draw connections between hundreds of zoological and 
botanical mechanisms in odd contexts, and generally push science to its fringes to find out more about 
the supernatural elements the character unearths. The character can produce one useful fact upon 
examining the science or context of a weird happening, and possibly answer follow up questions or 
handle especially weird or obscure or incomplete investigation with an Awareness test. 

 
• Translator. Rested. The character has worked with crabbed, arcane, referential, incomplete, half-

mad, and generally difficult manuscripts for years. Broad experience with the backgrounds available 
to various authors, and no stranger to difficult writing, the character can translate documents from one 
known language to another in half the time—up to 4 hours per use of the talent. The character is +2 to 
Awareness to read strange writings, and has a chance of deciphering key points from documents even 
if they are written in a language the character is not fluent in, given time. 

 
Adventuring Goals 
1. Tantalizing connections with quantum physics and occult… science must explain dimensional gates. 
2. You will be the one to conclusively prove the origin of human life on Earth. People won’t like it. 
3. Preserve all the knowledge being lost to moldering attics and nesting mice—the future needs this. 
4. The Great Race knows the secret to time travel. You want to. So you can fix your worst mistake… 
5. These monsters represent undreamed of wealth in pharmaceutical applications. Get filthy rich. 
6. Study those driven insane by aliens—rendering them functional is the next step in human evolution. 
7. Shoggoth have intriguing strengths and vital properties. Could humans use them as slave labor? 
8. If you die and come back then you’re up there with Jesus—only with scientific proof. Do it. 
9. There is a conspiracy in the highest levels of government, collaborating with aliens. Expose them. 
10. Forget rockets. You will be the first to enable a colony settlement somewhere besides Earth. 
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The Sensitive 
 
The Sensitive is more open to the strange vibrations of the unnatural in the world; the good news and the 
bad news is it is easier to make contact with the alien minds and wild energies among us. 
 
Inherent—Sense Energies 
• An Awareness test (default difficulty 6) can reveal the presence of supernatural energies. This can 

identify wizards, people under the influence of powers, ghostly energy—whatever is not natural. On a 
12, the character gains an Insight point. 

 
Limitation—Open Door 
• When they discover the character can hear them, many things want to communicate. Or force their 

way in to the world more concretely. And then, there’s always the lurking threat of madness. 
 
Available Talents 
 
• Fortunetelling. Rested. 1 minute. The character can test Awareness to generate an occult reading, 

usually around a focus. The character is skilled in doing occult readings generally, but activating this 
talent means tapping into the supernatural energies of unearned knowledge, the texture of fate, and 
the strange intuitions of the too-open mind. The DM shares the result of the reading, or if the player 
does one, the DM interprets it as binding in some ways. The character can always do a reading, and 
can use Charm or Awareness for the usual mundane reading (even if the character hams it up to 
appear supernatural.) 

 
• Instinct. Rested. The character can sense when things are wrong. The DM can test this for the 

character at any time, rolling 1d12 with the character’s Awareness bonus against a difficulty, usually 
10. This only exhausts the talent if it succeeds. The player can initiate an instinct test, exhausting the 
talent, usually at 12 difficulty. Instinct detects impending ambush, deceitful advisors or peers, an 
investigation taking an unhelpful direction, or an unexpected threat to a person or object in a safe 
place. This is a general sense that something is wrong, inspiring player character efforts to check 
assumptions before continuing. Only insight points can add to this roll. 

 
• Ethereal Facts. Encounter. The character can just know something, without being able to explain 

how the character came to find out. The universe whispers to the character. A person’s name, the 
thoughts of a stranger, the symbol on the back of the card, the combination to the lock. The player 
rolls 1d10 for every insight point the character has; on a 10, a fact comes to mind unbidden. Each 
subsequent 10 makes the fact more relevant and useful. One 10 is trivia, two 10s is useful in context, 
three 10s can bypass an obstacle, and 4 10s might just resolve the mystery at hand! 

 
• Lie Detector. Encounter. The difficulty to lie in the character’s presence without the character 

knowing it is 13. This is always on, but it is exhausted if either the player wants the character to focus 
in and be sure, or the DM reveals that there is a slippery situation that may require a test. 

 
• Medium. Rested. The character can attract unquiet spirits. If they are strong enough, the character can 

provide a host so the ghost can settle in and interact with the world with the character’s body. If the 
ghost wants to do something or say something and the character wants to resist, then they oppose 
Commitment to see who controls actions. Once the ghost has communicated through the medium, a 
link exists. Some powerful ghosts may inflict wounds, load mental stress into the character, or hijack 
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the character when the character is not ready. The player can spend insight points to gain successes 
against a misbehaving possessing ghost, if aware of the ghost’s actions. 

 
• Omens. Rested. The character sees something that may be mundane but becomes unusual as the 

universe speaks through it. The character learns something about the future, but gains mental stress of 
1-2 in doing so. The DM can share an omen any time, but if the character wants an omen, the player 
must test Awareness difficulty 10. 

 
• Protected Psyche. Constant ability. Belief in the realm of energy and the unknown prepares the 

character for some shocks from that source. The character can ignore the first point of mental stress 
from contact with the supernatural and related trauma, and is +2 to other mental stress tests. 

 
• Psychic Link. Constant ability. The character connects to one other character powerfully. Until one 

of them dies, the characters can sense each other’s emotions and sense of well being, as well as 
having a general sense of how far away the character is. (Same house, same city, same region, same 
continent, same dimension.) Either end of the link can spend an insight point to communicate a 
simple message through the link. 

 
• Sense Motive. Encounter. Focus action. The character can focus on another human and intuit that 

person’s motive. This triggers an Awareness vs. target’s Cunning test. Success by more than 5 can 
reveal layers of motivation. After using Sense Motive successfully, the character is +2 to question the 
target. 

 
• Supernatural Empathy. Encounter. Focus action. The character can home in on a supernatural 

signal and attempt to get basic empathic information; is it angry, sad, hungry, terrified? Is it 
consumed by a focused desire? What are the strengths of its feelings? The DM can require an 
Awareness test if the energy is subtle, conflicted, or deceptive. The mental stress of the contact is 
usually 1 or 2, but can climb to 5 if a powerful intellect screams into the character. 

 
Adventuring Goals 
1. As a child, you saw dead people. You mastered your fear, and now help the deceased depart. 
2. Memories are vague. Was your brain in a jar? Then replaced? You need to know what happened. 
3. You have seen an omen of the end of all things, and you must spend your life stopping disaster. 
4. The cult was sacrificing you. Police raided them. But that thing touched you. Now you are a receiver. 
5. You’d like to make some friends who did not reject you for being absolutely creepy and weird. 
6. You are not sure how your religion fits into this—other truth. You are determined to make it work. 
7. Your dreams seem more real than the real world. Can they help you save the real world? Hope so. 
8. Restless after a time as a celebrity helping cops solve crime, you want to do more to save the world. 
9. Your twin was sensitive too, driven insanely suicidal by it. Can you clear her name by avenging her? 
10. Discharged from the military as a failed psy-ops drug experiment, your life is trashed. Find stability. 
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The Warrior 
 
The Warrior knows how to fight; fists, guns, blades, sure. Now, sometimes it’s all you can do to keep the 
clever people alive long enough to shut—the thing—down. 
 
Inherent—Weaponized 
• The character is trained in melee weapons, guns, tactics, and security. In hand to hand, the character 

rolls 2d10 to hit, and does 1 wound if successful (but the target can pass a Daring difficulty 6 test to 
ignore the wound). The character gets +2 to intimidate. 

 
Limitation—Strangely Helpless 
• Confronted with mysteries, ancient lore, fleshless monsters, giant piles of impervious glop… it’s a 

relief when occasionally a crazed cult takes an interest and the character can smack down people. 
 
Available Talents 
 
• Armor Specialist. Constant ability. The character can ignore -2 to DC and Cunning from wearing 

armor. 
 
• Cover Fire. Constant ability. The character can fire a minimum of 3 bullets a round, during the 

Defend/Protect phase. The targets must test Daring difficulty 6 to do anything but cower behind cover 
for the round. (The difficulty is adjusted for those who are not reluctant to be shot.) A target that does 
expose itself allows the character to get one free shot. 

 
• Gunner. Once per arena. The character gains +1 extra when burst firing or shooting full automatic. 
 
• Hit the Dirt. Rested. When ranged weapons attack, the character can make a Daring test (difficulty 

depends on the availability of cover) to get behind something or prone after the first shot is worked 
out. The character also gets +2 defense class against all ranged attacks that round, including the first. 

 
• Improvise Weaponry. Once per arena. For one round, take one kind of weapon and use it in an 

unconventional way to make it act as another kind of weapon (like shifting a shoulder strap to use a 
submachine gun like a reach weapon). Or, find environmental elements and use them as a weapon. 

 
• Kill Points. Once per arena. Do 1 extra wound in hand to hand or with melee weapons. Upon 

inflicting a critical hit, double damage instead of adding 1. 
 
• No You Don’t. Once per arena. The character is +2 to attack a character attempting a focus action. 
 
• Ruthless. Constant ability. Skilled and practiced in attacking others, this character does not take 

mental stress from harming or killing people unless the DM feeds the bowl. 
 
• Sheathes and Holsters. Constant ability. Carry any number of light weapons without counting them 

against encumbrance. 
 
• Tough. Constant ability. The character has 1 more Wound, and gains +1 bonus on all Brawn tests. 
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Adventuring Goals 
1. You lost a lot of good friends that day, in the screaming bloody sand. Find that thing and kill it. 
2. You were a skeptic until they saved your sister from a real monster. Help these people do their work. 
3. The Law of the Gun failed you when you couldn’t intimidate or defeat monsters. Make them fear you. 
4. Humanity is horrific enough to each other, we don’t need monsters. Find gates and close them. 
5. You don’t want French nihilists and existentialists to be right. Make meaning in this, make a symbol. 
6. You left the military, but it didn’t leave you; a “normal life” is impossible. Defeat the monster army. 
7. All you wanted was to be left alone with your family. Now they’re dead. It’s too late to call a truce. 
8. Finally, a challenge that makes the tribal warfare of human history petty. Us against them. Do it. 
9. There has got to be a way to revolutionize warfare with magic and monsters. Get a payday doing it. 
10. Muscle and steel against the darkness, like the movies you watched as a kid. Live the cliché, baby. 
 
 


